
 

Energy management and the challenges of an autonomous Off Grid 

energy system 

 
At the Energy and Environment department of the Faculty of Science, Technology and Medicine 

(FSTM) of the University of Luxembourg, they do have different research projects related to green 

energy contributing to the development of eco-cities. 

 

The challenges of an autonomous Off Grid energy system 
 

On the Engineering side, one goal is to be autonomous as far as possible 

in terms of thermal and electrical power supply. The aim is to achieve a 

self-sufficient supply in thermal (heating-cooling) and electrical energy 

produced on site in a regenerative manner. However renewable energy 

sources offer limited predictability and variability, which is a major 

challenge in an electricity grid where demand and supply must match at 

all times. To align electricity consumption and electricity production 

through variable renewable energy sources, demand response will play 

an important role in the future energy system. Demand response 

strategies are implemented with appropriate energy management 

systems, which enable demand to be shifted or reduced in order to 

improve the energy consumption and production profile of a building 

through optimal operational schedules. Model predictions and the fusion 

of the building energy system with ICT is crucial for assessing overall 

flexibility. 

 

For this purpose, a laboratory prototype is available, which is capable of covering most building-

relevant types of energy, namely thermal and electrical energy.  

  

https://wwwen.uni.lu/fstm
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Thermal energy for space heating, space cooling and 

domestic hot water is buffered in thermal energy 

storage systems. A dual source heat pump (DSHP) 

provides thermal energy for space heating (SH) and 

domestic hot water (DHW), whereas an underground ice 

storage (IST) covers space cooling (SC). The 

environmental energy sources of the heat pump are ice 

storage or wind infrared sensitive collectors (WISC). The 

collectors are further used to regenerate the ice storage.  

 

Photovoltaic panels (PV) produce electrical energy which 

can be stored in a battery storage system (BSS). The 

electrical energy system is capable of selling and buying 

electricity from the public power grid. The laboratory 

test bench interacts with a virtual building model which 

is integrated into the building simulation software 

TRNSYS Simulation Studio. 

 

Testing and simulation with the Cinergia GE&EL AC/DC ePlus All in one 
 

The University of Luxembourg bought a Cinergia GE&EL AC/DC ePlus All in one unit for their test 

laboratory because of the versatility of this unit.  

In a first step, the Cinergia unit will replace a resistive load to emulate time varying consumer loads. 

In addition, the unit will be used as an AC grid emulator to test and validate inverter control 

strategies. 

 

The Cinergia unit can also be used as a PV panel emulator so that the entire system can be tested 

under conditions with different solar panel specifications and under different solar conditions. 

The Cinergia GE&EL AC/DC ePlus unit is also suitable for battery emulation. In this case we can 

simulate different type of batteries and different battery pack combinations to see what is the best 

solution under the different DUT test conditions. Beside battery emulation the unit also supports 

battery testing.  

 

 



Other applications for this unit are: 

 

- Testing electrical chargers for Electrical Vehicles 

- Testing electrical motors (AC and DC) 

- Testing DC/DC converters 

- Testing AC/DC converters 

- Testing DC/AC converters 

- Power in the loop applications 

- AC Norm testing (IEC61000, SEMI F47, IEC1668 and many others) 

- Testing EV norms 

- Avionics applications 

- And many others 

 

 

 
 

 

The Cinergia GE&EL AC/DC ePlus unit does offer the University of Luxembourg an extreme versatile 

instrument for all the power applications they are facing now and for the future. It greatly expands 

the testing facilities and is ready to be extended to higher power applications and/or higher voltage 

levels. For detailed specifications please refer to the datasheet. 

 

We wish the University of Luxembourg a lot of success with all the testing in the different application 

areas. 

 

 

https://tt-ms.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2020/01/All-Terrain-v7-ePLUS-June2020-2.pdf

